April 2019—Industry Professionals Delivered Committee Testimony

The Texas Pool & Spa Coalition protects the interests of Texas pool and spa industry professionals and the consumer through education and advocacy, while promoting superior standards of safety and efficiency. By uniting lawmakers and industry, they work to bring about effective and sustainable change.

Three dedicated industry leaders, Brett Abbott, MYM Austin, Inc.; Bill Irvin, Preferred Pool Corp. and Peter Batterton, Cody Pools, delivered committee testimony at the Texas Capitol in Austin. They demonstrated that disparate municipal codes regulating pool and spa construction, alteration, remodeling, enlargement, and repair have resulted in a patchwork of regulations across Texas that makes it difficult for companies to maintain the common business protocols and supplies that are necessary for them to thrive and expand. HB 2858 seeks to remedy this situation by adopting a common code standard for use in municipalities in Texas.
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